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In the present note we prove a representation theorem for primely 
generated regular refinement monoids in terms of partially ordered systems 
of commutative groups. This gives, in particular, a classification f all finite 
refinement monoids. 
Throughout, all monoids and groups are commutative. Let M= (M; +, 0) 
be a monoid. M is called a refinement monoid [2-5, 81 if the following 
conditions are satisfied: 
(1) Forallx,yEM,x+y=Oonlyifx=y=O. 
(2) M has the refinement property (R. P.), that is, given xi, yj E M 
(i < tz, j < m) with Ci xi = xj yj there are zjj E M such that xi = Cj Zij and 
yj = xi zij. 
Tt suffices to require the R. P. for n = m = 2. A homomorphism h: M + N 
between monoids is said to be a V-homomorphism if h(x) = y1 + y2 (x E M, 
yi, yZ E N) implies x =x, + x,, h(x,) = yr and h(x2) = y2 for some x,, 
x2 EM and if h(x) = 0 (x E M) only for x= 0. Obviously, a V- 
homomorphic image of a refinement monoid is again a refinement monoid. 
M is supplied with the canonical quasi-ordering, i.e., x < y (x, y E M) 
means x + z = y for some z E M. A non-zero element p of M is called prime 
if p <x + y always implies p ,< x or p < y, Let P(M) denote the set of all 
prime elements of M. M is primely generated provided that each element of 
M is a sum of primes. M is regular if 2x <x for all x E M. By a semilattice 
of groups we mean a triple 
Y = (L, G,(a EL), hi(a, b EL, a <b)), 
where L = (L; +, 0) is a semilattice with zero, the G,‘s are groups, and 
hz : G, -+ G, is a homomorphism, respectively, such that 
‘i; This work is based on a part of the author’s Dissertation 131. 
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(i) h; = id, 
(ii) h;hf: = h; (a <b <c). 
When L is replaced by a partial order, then we speak of a partid order of 
groups. 
The natural one-to-one correspondence between semilattices of groups and 
regular monoids is well known (see, e.g., [ 71): If Y’ is a semilattice of groups 
then lw,, the disjoint union of all G,‘s (a E L), becomes a regular monoi 
with respect to the addition 
x + y = hZ’b(X) + h;+b(y) (xEG,,~EG,,~,~EL). 
Conversely, let M be a regular monoid. We write x - y (x, y E M) if x < y 
and y < X. For each x E M, set G, = { y E M: x - y]. One easily verifies that 
- is an equivalence relation and that each class GX is a group, thus 
containing exactly one idempotent, nameiy the zero of 6,. Let L(M) denote 
the semilattice of all idempotents of M. For a, b EL(M), a < b, a 
homomorphism hi : G, + 6, is defined by setting hi(u) = u + b (u E 6,) 
such that 
is a semilattice of groups. 
It is well known that each partial order is the partial order of primes of a 
(necessarily distributive [6, p. 991) primely generated semilattice with zero. 
More generally, here we shall give a one-to-one correspondence between 
partial orders of groups and primely generated regular refinement monoi 
Let 3’ = (I, G,(i E I), h{(i, j E I, i < j)) be a partial order of groups. The 
primely generated regular refinement monoid M(Y) associated to 3’ is 
constructed as follows: 
A(d) denotes the semilattice (under set-theoretical union) of all finitely 
generated lower sets of I, i.e., a E A(I) is either empty or there are E’r ,..*, i E I 
witha=(i,]Ub’. U (in]. For each a E A(I), let ,~(a) be the (finite) set of ah 
maximal elements of a. Further, H, denotes the direct sum 
and fi (a E b) is the canonical embedding of Ha into 
x(a, i, u) E H, (a E A (I), iE a, u E GJ is defined as follows: 
~(a, i, 2~)~ = ” 
for j = i, 
Oj (the zero of G,), fQFjEa:--(i}. 
Let Lra be the subgroup of %r, generated by all elements of the form 
x(a, i, 24) - x(a, j, h{(u)) (i, j E a, i < j, 2~ E GJ. 
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H, + G”, be the canonical surjection. For a, b E A (I), a s b, there is a unique 
homomorphism h”, :G, --f G, such that the diagram 
H, f”,, H, 
commutes, respectively, It is obvious that 
y&7 = (A (I), Ha@ E A (I)), f:(a, b E A (I), a E b)), 
Y(3) = (A (I), &(a E A (I)), @(a, b E: A (I), a E b)) 
are semilattices of groups. We abbreviate M,(3) = MYO,, and M(3) = 
Mpo,. Let rP,: M,(J) --f M(3) denote the canonical surjection, i.e., 
@P,(X) = @P,(x) (x E Ha)- 
Remark. M(J) is “freely generated by 3”‘; more precisely: M(Y) can 
be characterized as the monoid generated by the (disjoint) groups Gi (i E 1) 
with respect o the defining relations 
u + oj = h::(u) (i, j E I, i < j, u E Gi). 
We need, however, the previous concrete realization. 
PROPOSITION 1. M(3’) is a primely generated regular refinement 
monoid. 
Proof. We shall show that (i) A(I) is a refinement monoid, (ii) M,(Z) is 
a primely generated refinement monoid, and (iii) Qs is a V-homomorphism. 
This proves the assertion, since a V-homomorphism maps primes onto 
primes, and V-homomorphic images of refinement monoids are again 
refinement monoids. 
(i) One easily verifies that a semilattice with zero is distributive (in 
the sense of Gratzer [6, p. 991) iff it is a refinement monoid. Clearly, A(I) is 
distributive. In order to obtain the R. P. directly, suppose that a, U a2 = 
b, U b, (a,, b, E A(I)). Then the elements c,, E A(I) (r, s E { 1,2}) generated 
by the (finite) set 
{min(i, j): i E ~(a,), j E p(b,), i < j or j < i} 
respectively, form a common refinement. 
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(ii) Let A?” f d2’ = y(l) + yc2’, where x0*) E Ma,, y(‘) E pf,,, a,, 
b, E A(1) (r = 1,2). We have to find an associated common refinement. First 
it follows that a, U a2 = b, U b,. Hence, according to (i), there are c& E A(1) 
with a,. = c;r U cL2 and b, = c;, U c;, . For x f H, we abbreviate Tr(x) = 
{i E a: xi # O,}, and we define the finite subset T of I by setting 
T= Tr(x”‘) UTr(xC2’) UTr(y(“) UTr(y’2’). 
Let c:, E A(I) (r, sE { 1,2}) be the lower set generated by a, n 6, A T, 
respectively. Further set c,, = CL, U c:‘, .Then a desired common refinement is 
given by the following elements z(“’ E HCls : 
I 
Oi, 
XV’ I 7 
$1) = yj”, 
XI” =yj”, 
Oi, 
i~(a,nb,n2”)n(a,nbJ 
i~(a,nb,nZ’)f~(a,-b,) 
i E (a, n b, n T) n (b, - a2> 
i E (a, n b, n T) - (a2 U b2) 
iE Cl1 -W%na> 
i~(a,nb,nT)n(a,nb,) 
i E (a, n b, n T) n (a, -b,) 
i E (a, n b, n T) n (b, - a2) 
iE(a,nb,nT)-(a,Ub,) 
i E cl2 -W%O 
iE(a,nb,nT)n(a,nb,) 
iE(a,nb,nT)n(a,-b,) 
iE(a,nb,f?T)n(b,-at) 
i E (a, n b, n T) - (a, U bi) 
iE c2? -(a,nb,nT) 
i E (a, n b, n 0 n (al n b,) 
i E (a2 n b, n T) n (a: - bi) 
i E (a2 n b, n T) n (b, - a,) 
i E (a2 n b, n r> - (a, U 6,) 
i E q2 - (a, n b, n T> 
Moreover, M,(J) is primely generated, since P(M,(J)) = Uieil Ntil. 
(iii) Suppose that @Ax) = @,(y”‘) + @g(yC2))(x E N,, y(‘) E Ha79 
a = a1 U a2)> i.e., x - (y (I) + yC2’) E U,. We assume 
x - (y(l) + y’*‘) = x(a, i, 24) - x(a, j: h<(u)) 
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with i, j E a, i < j, u E Gi. (The general case where x - (y(l) + y”‘) is a sum 
of such elements can be derived from this case using the R. P. of M,(3).) 
W. 1. o.g. let j E a,. Now set x(*) = y’*’ and for all k E a, 
(1) _
xk - 
xk - yy’ (resp., xkif k 62 a*), forkE {i,j}, 
(1) 
Yk otherwise. 
Then x = x(r) f xc*), @s(x’*‘) = @is(y’2’), and x(l) - y(l) = x(ar , i, u) - 
x(ar , j, h-j(u)), that is @,(x(l)) = @s(y’l’). 1 
As we have seen, one can associate to each partial order 3’ of groups the 
primely generated regular refinement monoid M(J). Conversely, if M is a 
primely generated regular refinement monoid then the corresponding partial 
order 3’(M) of groups is defined as YM, however, L(M) is substituted by
I(M) = L(M) n P(M). We want to show that by 3’ -+ M(3) and M + 3’(M) 
a one-to-one correspondence is given. Such a fact can be described most 
precisely in the language of category theory. So let 9’~;~~~~9~ denote 
the category of primely generated regular refinement monoids and V- 
homomorphisms. Let 9cczt&dZ9 be the category of partial orders of 
groups with the following morphisms: 
Suppose that 3’ = (I, G,(i E I), hj’ ( i, i’ E I, i < i’)) and X = (J, Gj(j E J), 
h$’ (j, j’ E J, j <j’)) are objects of ~xzQ&z!Z?‘~; then mor(Z’,Y) 
consists of all pairs ((D, (V)i)ial), where p: I -+ J is isotone and maps principal 
ideals of I onto principal ideals of J, rpi: Gi -+ GVo, is a surjective 
homomorphism, respectively, and all diagrams (i, i’ E 1, i < i’) 
Gi, ‘Pi’ - G. rn(l’) 
Gi - G. 4,; (P(l) 
commute. 
THEOREM 2. The categories 3%&9~~9~? and 9aat@d~9 are 
equivalent. 
Proof. Equivalences F: 9&m 5%~ 9J --f 9ati &%dY&? and G: 
9artbdFS --f 9%~ 942 9J are given on the object level by 
F(M) = Z’(M) and G(3’) =M(5’) (see Proposition 1). Let M, NE 
obj(3%& 5%~ 9J) and h E mor(M, N); then set F(h) = (h 1 I(M), 
(h I Gi)ieI(M) )). From the fact that h is a V-homomorphism, one concludes 
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F(h) E mor(3(Ik!), S(N)). C onversely, iet 3, Y E obj(.%&@-dF9) and 
n = (q~, (v)Jicl) E mor(3, S). The mapping 
is a homomorphism. We claim that g is even a ~-homomorphism. To this 
end, let g(x) = y(l) + y’*’ (xEH,,y”‘EH,~,aEA(I),b,EA(~),rp(a)= 
bl u b*). We have to find x(‘) EM,(Z) with x =x(r) +x(*) and g(x”‘) = 
y(‘). In view of the R. P. of M,(Y) we may assume that x = x(ag i, u) (i E a, 
u E GJ and y(‘) + y(*) = x@(a), j, v), where j = q(i) and v = qj(u). Let us 
only consider the case that j E b, f? b,. Then there are j, E b, ~7 b, ) ‘i‘( E Gj, 
(I < n), v,, u2 E Gj such that 
and v = v, + v2. As q(a) = b, U b,, it is not difficult o find a,, a, E A(I) 
with a = a, Ua,, q(a,) = b, and j, E q(a, na,), for all I < II. Choose 
i,Ea,na, with p(iJ = j,. There exist ZT, E Gi, U, ) u2 E Gi satisfying 
pii = UI, qi(u,) = v, and u = U, + u2, since qi and the oii,‘s are surjective. 
Now define 
xw - - 
then x=x(l) +x(“) and g(x”‘) = y(‘) as desired. Therefore g is a V- 
homomorphism. Moreover, since h$;‘qi = pi,hj’ for ah i, i’ E I, i < i’, tlwe 
is a unique homomorphism g such that the diagram 
MOV) -G M,(f) 
a7 
I 1 
@P 
w3 7 J,Jw-) 
commutes. Note that g” is a V-homomorphism, because g and x are V- 
homomorphisms. We set G(n) = g. This completes the definition of the 
functors F and G. 
In the following we shall give isomorphisms 
qM: M+ GF(M), (1) 
cy: 3’+ FG(3’). (21 
481/91/l-12 
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The proof that, in fact, for these isomorphisms all diagrams of the form 
M h’N 3 L.Y- 
v&-f 
I I 
1I.v “3 
i 1 
‘X 
G F(M) GFO’ GF(N) FGV) FEZ FG(x) 
commute is left to the reader. 
(1) Let ME obj(9 C&Z 5%~ 9J). We define the homomorphism 
The infinite sum CiEaxi stands for the finite sum CiacXi with &=,~(a) U 
{i E a: xi # i}. Observe that &, is onto, because M is primely generated. 
There is a unique isomorphism qM such that the diagram 
commutes. In fact, we claim that C!&(X) = C&(Y) if and only if Qso,)(x) = 
Qso,)(y). The “if’ part easily follows from the definition of QstM). The 
“only if’ part, however, needs a more detailed comment. Assume t,(x) = 
<M(Y) (X E ff,, Y E ffb, a, b EA(I)). Then Cisa,Xi=xjEb, Yj, where 
U’ =lu(~) U {i E U: xi f i} U {j E U n b: yj # j} 
and 
b’ =p(b) u {j E b: yj #j} U {i E a n b: xi # i}. 
By the R. P., there exist zij E M (i E a', j E b’) such that xi = zEhJ Zij and 
Yj = Cisa’ zii. If i, E p(u) then, since xi0 is prime, there is some j, E b’ with 
i <x. <z.. <y. <j thatisi,Eb.Thisshowsthatu=bandu’=b’.As 01 101 ld0-Y JO\ 07 
M is primely generated, we can find elements wiil E P(M) (i E a’, j E a’, 
I < nij) satisfying zij = CI wiil. For each Wij2 let tiir denote the unique element 
of I(M) with tijr - wijl. The following computation shows x - y E U,, i.e., 
QJ(x) = Qs( y). For all k E a’, we have (i, j E a’, I < nij) 
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= @ + xk) - (k + yk) = xk - yk. 
(2) Suppose that 3 E obj(9kt@~$Z.9). Obviously, an order- 
isomorphism is given by 
~. 
i 
f -+ WV)) 
* 1 -+ u,il (the zero of 6”,,,). 
We claim that UCil = {x E H,!l: Cjsi hj(xj) = O,}~ Indeed, ” E ” is an 
immediate consequence of the definition of U(il. If Cj<i hj(xj) = Qi (x E 
then 
hence x E Utj!. Thus, the mapping 
is an isomorphism, and the pair sy= (p, (pJiEl) is the desired isomorphism 
in the category .Y~t&%dF9. I 
EEMMA 3. Finite refinement monoids are primely generated and regular. 
Proof. Let A4 be a finite refinement monoid. Each x E M is a sum of 
irreducible lements, i.e., elements q with the property that 4 = u + v always 
implies q < u or q < v. (Otherwise, by splitting x successively, one coul 
construct a sequence (xJnio of elements of M such that x = x0 ) x, + 1 < x, 
but x, 4 x,+ i . Since M is finite, there would exist different r, s < w with 
x, = xs, which leads to a contradiction.) In view of the 
elements are prime. Thus Ii4 is primely generated. Now let p E P(M). There 
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must be different n, m < o such that np = mp. Again by the R. P. this 
implies 2p < p. Consequently 2x <X for all x E M, because M is primely 
generated. I 
COROLLARY 4. The category of finite refinement monoids and V- 
homomorphisms is equivalent to the fill subcategory of 9~atGUY9 
whose objects are finite partial orders of finite groups. 
For one-element I, M(3) is an “extended group,” that is, a group to which 
a new zero element is added. We mention a further consequence of 
Theorem 2. 
COROLLARY 5. Let M be a monoid. Then the following are equivalent: 
(i) M is a primely generated regular refinement monoid, and L(M) is 
relatively complemented. 
(ii) M is isomorphic to a direct sum of extended groups. 
As one easily verifies, the following are equivalent for a mapping ~1: I+ J 
between partial orders: 
(a) p is isotone and maps principal ideals onto principal ideals, 
(b) q induces a V-homomorphism from A (1) into A(J), 
(c) sp is continuous-open, where I and J are considered as subspaces 
of the Stone spaces of A(I) and A(J), respectively (open sets are precisely the 
lower sets). 
This explains why we have to choose these cp’s in the definition of a 
morphism between partial orders of groups (see also [5]). 
For every regular refinement monoid M, the semilattice L(M) is 
distributive. It might be possible to generalize Theorem 2 to arbitrary regular 
refinement monoids (primes could be replaced by prime filters, partial orders 
of groups by “Stone spaces of groups,” etc.). At least for Corollary 5, it is 
not difficult to establish such a generalization which we mention without 
proof (basic definitions and results about sheaves of universal algebras can 
be found, e.g., in [ 1 I): 
PROPOSITION 6. Let M be a monoid. Then the following are equivalent: 
(i) M is a regular refinement monoid, and L(M) is relatively 
complemented. 
(ii) M is isomorphic to the monoid of all continuous ections of a sheaf 
of extended groups over a locally compact zero-dimensional Hausdorff space. 
The base space of the above sheaf is the Stone space of L(M). When all 
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groups have only one element, then we obtain the well-known correspond- 
ence between generalized Boolean lattices and locally compact zero- 
dimensional Hausdorff spaces. On the other hand, Corollary 5 is the special 
case of Proposition 6, where the base space is discrete. 
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